PAM and PAM-SUPPORTED PhD STUDENT DATA COLLECTION AND PURCHASE GUIDELINES

Many students are interested in using unique data in their research. Unfortunately, this data is often expensive. Students are encouraged to seek outside support in order to obtain such data, from the CPC, Graduate School, or other sources. The Department is also willing to provide assistance for those needing funds to purchase data, or to collect data, that will be used in student research.

Students who would like to request funds to purchase or collect data should note the requirements below and email the DGS with the necessary information.

* these funds are only for PAM supported PhD students
* these funds are limited to those who need the data for their dissertation work or second year paper
* PAM can offer a max of $500 per student
* students should request that their chair send the DGS a *brief* email indicating that the project for which the data will be used is feasible and important for the dissertation
* students should send the DGS a brief description of what the data is and how it will be used